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Abstract

Digital markets proliferated in recent years, overcoming many market inefficiencies
by facilitating direct interactions between consumers and creators. Thanks to this
disintermediation, consumers now have access to a vast number of alternatives, while
creators can efficiently reach huge markets. However, the success of digital markets
created a concomitant challenge for creators: differentiation. In crowded markets,
agencies (e.g., publishing companies in books, freelance agencies in online labor mar-
kets, independent labels in music) can differentiate creators by signaling product
quality. But how do agencies’ reputations affect product success for creators? Can
some agencies do more harm than good? To investigate these research questions, we
theorize how variation in creator and agency reputation leads to asymmetric and
heterogeneous effects, including that (1) more-reputable agencies have stronger pos-
itive effects on less-reputable creators than they have on more-reputable creators,
while (2) less-reputable agencies hurt more-reputable creators more than they hurt
less-reputable ones. Analyses of more than one million observations from two digital
markets provide empirical support to these theory-driven arguments. The findings
have design implications for markets, and contribute to our understanding of how
agencies, depending on creator reputation, can either benefit or hurt product success.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital markets proliferated over the last decades, overcoming many market inefficiencies

by facilitating transactions between creators and consumers. These innovative digital mar-

kets emerged in many aspects of our everyday life such as transportation (Uber), vacation

(Airbnb), and dating (Match.com), vastly contributing to commerce becoming increasingly

“frictionless” (Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000). A central tenet behind this trend toward fric-

tionless commerce is welfare improvement through the reduction of transaction and search

costs (Parker and Alstyne 2005). For instance, platforms now directly provide creators ser-

vices that benefit from scale economies (such as payment processing) while simultaneously

facilitating search and comparison of content for consumers (Hagiu and Spulber 2013) and

reducing product-fit uncertainty (Hong and Pavlou 2014).

As such, the corresponding advances in information and communication technologies re-

move the need for many services that brokers, agents, and distributors previously pro-

vided in traditional markets. This disintermediation directly and indirectly affects most of

the modern economy including functions such as marketing (Balseiro et al. 2017, Najafi-

Asadolahi and Fridgeirsdottir 2014), labor (Ganju and Bassellier 2017, Codagnone et al.

2016), finance (Wei and Lin 2016), and transportation (He et al. 2017, Cachon et al. 2017).

Thus, creators can now efficiently reach directly huge markets, and consumers now have a

vast selection of alternatives.

However, the success of these platforms in removing the costs of intermediaries such as

agencies exacerbated a concomitant challenge: creator differentiation. Available options of-

ten overwhelm consumers, while information discovery remains difficult and costly (Datta

et al. 2017, Berman and Katona 2020, Rossi and Rubera 2021). At the same time, con-

sumer attention is scarce (Iyer and Katona 2015), and information asymmetry and trust

still generate significant transactional friction (Bapna et al. 2018). With a long tail of
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easily accessible products, the selection process remains costly (Dewan and Ramaprasad

2012), particularly for experience goods — goods that consumers cannot assess until after

their consumption (Nelson 1970, 1974).

To reduce these search costs and increase trust and transaction efficiency, digital markets

offer multiple coping mechanisms, including reputation systems (Dellarocas 2006), recom-

mender systems (Adomavicius et al. 2018, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005), and online

reviews (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006, Godes 2016). Despite their many benefits, these

mechanisms still fall short: raters inflate reputation scores (Filippas et al. 2018, Hu et al.

2009, Kokkodis 2021), recommender systems provide uncertain recommendations for new

entrants (the cold-start problem; Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005, Adamopoulos 2013),

and vendors manipulate reviews (Mayzlin et al. 2014, Luca and Zervas 2016, Lappas et al.

2016). Additionally, online markets for digital goods lack several tools that traditional

markets for other product types (e.g., physical products) widely use to facilitate transac-

tions and signal quality. For instance, physical product vendors can allow returns (because

returning physical products denies consumers continued use) or extend warranties (because

they can verify product defects). But these tools are not typically available for digital

experience products where unscrupulous consumers can pirate before a refund or report

product dissatisfaction regardless of their consumption experience.

To overcome some of these shortcomings, many digital markets now allow agencies to rep-

resent specific products and services. For example, on Upwork, freelance agencies represent

contractors and match them with jobs (Stanton and Thomas 2015); on Amazon books,

publishing companies promote authors and their work (Gilbert 2015). Agencies may still

have a role in modern digital platforms.

Despite the proliferation of such agencies, their effect on product success in digital markets

is not yet well-understood. Agencies may significantly affect product demand in online

marketplaces. For instance, consumers can reduce uncertainty about an unknown product
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by using known information about an agency —reputation spillover. Ceteris paribus, col-

laborating with a more-reputable agency should increase the chances of product success.

At the same time, creators have a reputation of their own that also affects product success

in digital markets and, all else being equal, a higher creator reputation should increase

the chances of product success. But what happens when less-reputable or more-reputable

creators collaborate with more-reputable or less-reputable agencies? How do such hetero-

geneous agency reputation spillovers affect different creators in digital markets? Are such

spillovers symmetric or asymmetric?

To investigate these questions, we draw on cognitive decision theories to build a theoretical

framework that predicts asymmetric agency-reputation spillover effects: more-reputable

agencies should benefit less-reputable creators more than more-reputable creators. On the

contrary, less-reputable agencies should hurt more-reputable creators more than they hurt

less-reputable creators.

To empirically test these predictions, we study one of the largest digital platforms of inde-

pendent music distribution, covering music songs across twenty-three genres (MusicShare,

a pseudonym). With more than 200,000 creators (i.e., musical creators) collaborating with

over 31,000 agencies (i.e., independent music labels), MusicShare is an appropriate empir-

ical setting for testing our hypotheses. Importantly, musical creators on MusicShare do

not sign long-term contracts with agencies, but they collaborate with multiple agencies

over time. These varying creator-agency interactions support identification of the effect of

reputation spillovers in collaborations between creators and agencies. These variations in

collaborative relationships are far less common in other platforms (e.g., Upwork, Google

Play, Apple AppStore), where the majority of creators (e.g., freelancers, developers) collab-

orate only with a few (if not just one) agencies.

Augmenting findings that agencies uniformly help new creators (Stanton and Thomas

2015), our empirical evidence supports the theoretical predictions illustrating a more com-
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plex relationship of asymmetric reputation spillover effects. Simulations of various scenar-

ios of selection bias, propensity-score matching, Heckman correction specifications, alterna-

tive fixed-effects models, and alternative measures of agency reputation provide additional

empirical support to the main findings. Finally, empirical evidence from a second digital

platform (i.e., Amazon Books) offers evidence of the potential for more general validity of

the theoretical relationship outside the music context.

By drawing on cognitive decision theory, this research contributes to our understanding of

how reputations interact to affect product success in digital markets. These asymmetric

reputation spillover effects between heterogeneous creators and agencies have market de-

sign implications. Specifically, platform managers can use these results to guide decisions

that could increase the reach of new entrants in digital markets, while maintaining quality

standards (e.g., by creating diverse rankings that control for the effect of agencies or con-

sidering such heterogeneous effects in their content curation). Alternatively, online markets

can incorporate agency information into their reputation systems to generate agency-free

reputation scores for creators, helping consumers disentangle multiple mechanisms to bet-

ter understand the underlying quality of experience goods. Platforms can also include such

information in their recommender and matching algorithms. Overall, our paper reveals

a nuanced role of agencies in information revelation, which markets can use to further

facilitate transaction efficacy.

These findings can further guide competitive strategies of creators. Creators must allocate

scarce resources to further their products. By quantifying the returns to differing collabo-

ration scenarios, these findings inform those managerial allocations. Finally, our study also

extends the cognitive theory of expectation confirmation/disconfirmation theory from the

post-purchase (or post-adoption) phase (Oliver 1977, 1980) to the pre-purchase phase of

product evaluation in e-commerce.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Advances in information and communication technologies in the mid-to-late 2000s facili-

tated unprecedented growth in product and service diversity (Statista Research Depart-

ment 2021). Reduced production costs, particularly for digital goods and digital services,

further reduced barriers to market entry and a large number of small independent creators

emerged over the years (Sabanoglu 2020).

Search Cost and Uncertainty in Digital Markets

In response, many new online platforms (such as Amazon, Apple’s AppStore, Etsy, Beat-

port, Upwork) emerged to facilitate transacting in these multi-sided markets (Wu et al.

2018, Tayur 2017). These platforms dramatically increased the distribution reach of in-

dividual sellers: an independent software developer can now sell apps on the Apple App-

Store; a book author can sell an electronic book on Amazon; a music creator can offer

digital tracks on Beatport, and; a programmer can code on Upwork. These new online

marketplaces have been, by many measures, remarkably successful. The Apple AppStore,

for instance, hosts more than 2.1 million applications and has generated over $70 billion in

revenue for its developers (Goode 2017). Similarly, Etsy showcased more than 2.5M active

sellers and generated sales of $3.93 billion in 2019 (Etsy 2019, Sabanoglu 2020).

From the creators’ point of view, however, as production and distribution became easier

thanks to online platforms, differentiation became harder. New entrants often find that

merely releasing their app, book, song, or resume is not sufficient (Lin et al. 2016, Pal-

lais 2014, Stanton and Thomas 2015). Due to the low barriers to entry and the ease of

distribution, new creators find crowded marketplaces where they struggle to stand out to

consumers. Similarly, because of the overwhelming number of options in the “long tail”

distribution of products such as music (Dewan and Ramaprasad 2012), consumers get

overwhelmed as adequate product information (Berman and Katona 2020, Rossi and Ru-

bera 2021) is difficult and time-consuming (i.e., expensive) to acquire. At the same time,
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consumer attention is increasingly scarce (Iyer and Katona 2015) with limited attention

budgets for product evaluation (Dukes and Liu 2015, Liu and Dukes 2016).

Consequently, for creators in these competitive markets, signaling and differentiation are

critical but elusive (Animesh et al. 2011). Signaling is particularly important for expe-

rience goods where consumers select products based on idiosyncratic quality, but that

quality is difficult to ascertain a priori (Banks et al. 2002, Kirmani and Rao 2000, Nelson

1970, Chu and Chu 1994). This uncertainty further increases the importance of branding.

Perfect competition based entirely on features and price does not dominate because gath-

ering and processing information is costly, particularly for experience goods. Instead, the

“lower friction in many dimensions of Internet competition, branding, awareness, and trust

remain important sources of heterogeneity. . . ” (Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000). However,

such sources of potential heterogeneity of products and creators (e.g., branding, awareness,

and trust) are difficult to establish and involve considerable uncertainty (Hu et al. 2015,

Dimoka et al. 2012). As a result, most creators and new entrants lack credible signals of

these latent attributes (Kalra and Li 2008, Lin et al. 2016, Chu and Chu 1994).

Marketplaces try to reduce these uncertainties for experience goods (Feldman et al. 2018)

using multiple approaches. Creator reputation, for instance, can signal the quality of fu-

ture goods (Dellarocas 2006, Kokkodis and Ipeirotis 2016, Bouvard and Levy 2017, Lin

et al. 2016, Luca and Zervas 2016, Lin et al. 2016, Yoganarasimhan 2013) and digital

markets attempt to convey information about creator reputation in multiple ways. For

example, many platforms use ratings (but these can be untrustworthy and inflated, Lu and

Rui 2017, Hu et al. 2009, Filippas et al. 2018, Kokkodis 2019, 2021) or recommendation

engines (Adomavicius et al. 2018). Reviews (e.g., Li and Hitt 2008, Archak et al. 2011)

or word-of-mouth from other users can also help (Godes 2016), especially for experience

products such as music (Dhar and Chang 2009), books (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006), or

apps (Pagano and Maalej 2013). Prior consumption patterns also provide social proofs
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signaling quality (Cialdini 2021), and many marketplaces display such top-selling charts,

but competition for top-ranked spots is fierce (Lee and Raghu T. 2014).

Heterogeneous Effects of Agencies in Online Markets

In contexts with noisy quality signals (Filippas et al. 2018, Rahman 2018, Kokkodis 2021),

third-party agencies, such as e-book publishers (in books), music labels (in music), and

freelance agencies (in online labor markets), can significantly reduce information asym-

metry and, as a result, search costs for consumers. Agencies can add significant value as

consumers seek information signals during their product purchase journeys (Rao et al.

1999, Guo and Jiang 2016, Jiang et al. 2014, Todri et al. 2020). Signaling is especially

important when consumers can interact and share product information (Jiang and Yang

2018), but it remains expensive for consumers to process such information. Agencies can

facilitate this process by contracting with the creators and (implicitly or explicitly) endors-

ing the products and services of the creator (Lu et al. 2013, Stanton and Thomas 2015).

Consumers can then use the information of such collaborations between creators and agen-

cies (such as reputation signals, observable investments through marketing promotions, or

past experiences with products endorsed by the agencies) to make inferences about the

quality of products or services offered by the creators. As a result, the use of agencies may

alter the likelihood of product adoption (success) through a reputation spillover from the

agency to the corresponding product of the creator.

But not all agencies are the same—differences in agency reputation could lead to differ-

ent effects on product success. In particular, because search time is a sunk cost that, once

expended, consumers cannot recover, consumers may be more likely to consider and pur-

chase products (even of unknown quality) when more-reputable agencies represent these

products. As a result, such agencies could help reduce search cost and product uncertainty

as their (positive) reputation spills over to unknown products (Dellarocas 2006, Gu et al.

2012, Hong and Pavlou 2014, Bock et al. 2012). Conversely, a less-reputable agency might
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reduce trust: consumers may be skeptical when an unknown or less-reputable agency pro-

motes a product, as such agencies do not reduce product uncertainty (Hong and Pavlou

2014, Bock et al. 2012). As a result, we expect that:

Hypothesis 1 In digital markets, agencies affect product success through reputation

spillovers: the more reputable an agency, the more favorable the reputation spillover.

Asymmetric Agency Effects

While prior literature on traditional markets and agencies guides the direction of Hypothe-

sis 1 (e.g., Stanton and Thomas 2015), it does not predict potential asymmetric effects due

to differences in creator reputation. Hence we ask: How do differences in agency reputa-

tion affect product success for different creators?

Cognitive theories may explain how the effects of agency reputation may vary due to the

creators’ own reputation. Specifically, consumers form expectations about both the cre-

ators and the agencies (Chu and Chu 1994). In online markets in particular, consumers

observe the reputation signals of creators and agencies and expect that both creators and

agencies have an incentive to collaborate with more-reputable agencies and creators, re-

spectively. For instance, consumers likely expect creators with high reputation to collab-

orate with high-reputation agencies, as such collaborations would improve the market

outcome for their products. At the same time, consumers do not expect more-reputable

creators to collaborate with a less-reputable agency, as such a collaboration would signal

a lower-quality product (Hypothesis 1). These expectations similarly extend to the agency

choice of creator collaborations.

Even though consumers’ expectations align with creators’ incentives regarding collabo-

rations with more-reputable agencies, they are at odds when creators collaborate with

less-reputable agencies. In particular, less-reputable creators have fewer incentives to col-

laborate with less-reputable agencies, as such collaborations could signal a lower-quality

product. Yet, since creators determine the quality of the outcome of the collaboration
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(Chu and Chu 1994), consumers who form expectations from the reputation of the creators

would expect collaborations of less-reputable creators with less-reputable agencies. As a

result, consumers expect that more-reputable creators will collaborate with more-reputable

agencies, while a creator with a lower reputation will collaborate with a less-reputable

agency. These consumer expectations are rational as they correspond to the maximally

separating equilibrium in such platforms (Chu and Chu 1994).

At the same time, less-reputable creators should desire to collaborate with more-reputable

agencies to improve the likelihood of product success (Hypothesis 1). For the same rea-

son, less-reputable agencies will desire to collaborate with more-reputable creators. These

forces —coupled with the proliferation of the number of actors in online platforms— can

lead to collaborations between more-reputable creators and less-reputable agencies and

between less-reputable agencies and more-reputable creators. When such collaborations

happen, they disconfirm consumer expectations. In particular, consumers’ expectations

from each creator are their adaptation level (Oliver 1980). Unexpected collaborations

of more-reputable creators with less-reputable agencies deviate from consumers’ adapta-

tion levels. Because expectations create a frame of reference that consumers use to make

comparative judgments (Oliver 1980), a collaboration of a more-reputable creator with a

less-reputable agency is a more unsatisfactory outcome than expected, as it is below the

consumer’s adaptation level. Hence, such collaborations result in negative disconfirma-

tion (Oliver 1980). Thus, by drawing on the expectation disconfirmation theory (Oliver

1977, 1980) and extending it from the post-adoption phase to the evaluation phase of the

consumer journey, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 2 Less-reputable agencies will harm more-reputable creators more than they

will harm less-reputable creators.

Similarly, collaborations between less-reputable creators and more-reputable agencies

counter consumer expectations but create positive disconfirmation (Oliver 1980):
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Figure 1. Asymmetric Reputation Spillovers Between Agencies and Creators
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Darker shades represent more favorable agency reputation spillover effect.

Hypothesis 3 More-reputable agencies benefit less-reputable creators more than they will

benefit more-reputable creators.

Overall, by extending cognitive theories from the post-adoption phase to the pre-purchase

consideration phase —and from the perceived post-decision satisfaction of consumers to

the pre-decision expected satisfaction of consumers— we predict the following asymmetric

effects (E) of agencies on product success:

El
m

H3
> Em

m

H1
> El

l

H2
> Em

l , (1)

where Ecreator-type
agency-type denotes the effect of an agency-type ∈ {m := more reputable, l :=

less reputable} agency to the product outcomes of a creator-type∈ {m := more reputable, l :=

less reputable}.

Figure 1 visualizes these predicted asymmetric effects. Consumers form expectations be-

fore they purchase; these expectations affect their purchase decisions. As such, the reputa-

tion spillover effects we theorize should, in turn, affect the demand levels (success) for the

corresponding products, allowing us to test these hypotheses directly.

Interestingly, these hypotheses deviate from the predictions of alternative theories. For

instance, cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger 1957) would predict that consumers would

perceive options that match their beliefs as more attractive than options that conflict
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with their expectations (avoiding any mental discomfort due to a discrepancy with their

expectations; Festinger 1957). Hence, facing a discrepancy between creator and agency

reputations, consumers would adjust their perceptions. As a result, cognitive dissonance

theory would predict that El
m < El

l , contradicting Hypotheses 1 and 3. Alternatively,

since consumers’ level of expectation for each creator is their adaptation level (Oliver

1980, Chu and Chu 1994) and less-reputable creators would prefer to collaborate with

more-reputable agencies, assimilation theory (Sherif and Hovland 1961) would predict

that consumers avoid disconfirmation by assimilating the deviant information (Sherif and

Hovland 1961) and basing expectations on the producer reputation. As a result, assimila-

tion theory would predict that Em
l = Em

m . Similarly, this theory would also predict that

El
m = El

l . These predictions contradict Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3. Furthermore, contrast

theory (Sherif and Hovland 1961) would predict that Em
m = El

l , contradicting Hypothesis 1,

as there is no deviation from expectations. In addition, this theory would also contradict

Hypothesis 3 based on the prediction that El
m < Em

m , as deviance in expectations due to

the collaboration of a more-reputable agency with a less-reputable creator is in the lati-

tude of rejection for consumer expectations and would result in negative judgments (the

boomerang effect). Finally, several other psychological biases and effects would generate

contradictory predictions including, among others, the loss-aversion bias (Tversky and

Kahneman 1979) and the ambiguity bias (Borcherding et al. 1990).

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT

The music industry offers a fitting context to examine the heterogeneous effects of agencies

on product success on an online platform. The music industry illustrates both the benefits

and difficulties brought on by advances in information and communication technologies.

Reduced production costs and increased market reach led to many new platforms (such as

Apple and Spotify) and many, many new market creators (i.e., musical creators). These

new creators find crowded markets (platforms) where differentiation is difficult, particu-

larly for a product like music where consumers select based on idiosyncratic quality, but
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that quality is difficult for them to ascertain a priori (Adomavicius et al. 2018).

We analyze one of the largest platforms of independent music distribution, MusicShare

(a pseudonym). MusicShare features more than 200,000 creators and attracts more than

10 million unique visitors per month. Visitors to this digital platform can discover the

latest music in twenty-three distinct genres and decide whether or not to purchase songs.

MusicShare requires creators to collaborate with an established music label (thereafter

agency) in order for their songs to appear on the platform. The roles of the different actors

are as follows:

Platform The platform mainly facilitates the distribution of the goods (songs) by pro-

viding a centralized location for all consumers to access all offerings from all creators

and agencies as well as by providing uniform product information (e.g., song price, genre,

tempo, musical key, description) facilitating product discovery and purchase transac-

tions. In addition to the product information that facilitates search on the platform

(Appendix 3), the platform supports other product discovery features as well (e.g., new

releases lists, top charts lists).

Agencies Agencies mainly act as distributors, providing creators access to the platform

and facilitating the distribution and discovery of songs. Agencies also offer trademarking,

enforcing of copyright, and contracting with the platform. Agencies are not typically

involved in the product (song) creation and development stage; the agencies are typically

independent and relatively small as traditional big agencies (labels) rarely operate on this

platform. Importantly, agencies facilitate music discovery on the platform in several ways.

First, agencies provide the platform necessary information about the content (e.g., price,

genre classification, release date, description, key, tempo), enabling music discovery based

on the platform’s search functionality (e.g., Figure 8a in Appendix 3). Second, agencies

also facilitate song discovery based on their brand names. Consumers on this platform

tend to recognize the brand names of the agencies and associate them with specific song

characteristics and reputation levels (e.g., top charts, successful prior song releases) and
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hence they might consider a song as a possible choice based on the corresponding agency.

Third, agencies also tend to have user bases that follow them on social media and, hence,

facilitate product discovery via their social media followers. Hence, the reputation of

agencies plays an important role in the success of songs in the marketplace.

Creators Creators produce the goods (songs) on the platform that agencies distribute.

Typically, they also initiate the collaboration process needed for their access to the mar-

ket. An agency might accept or reject such a collaboration proposal from a creator based

on the characteristics of the corresponding song (e.g., genre, key). Similarly, an agency

or a creator might not accept a collaboration because of timing: creators typically prefer

earlier releases to begin touring and generating merchandise opportunities, while agen-

cies avoid releasing many songs concurrently causing increased within-label competition.

The terms of these collaborations for the digital release of a song are fairly uniform and

the corresponding costs are typically low (e.g., a monthly fee similar to that of a digi-

tal music streaming subscription); the main source of revenue for the creators is touring

and merchandising, which agencies typically organize and depend heavily on rankings

(presence in top charts.)

MusicShare provides a particularly salient context to econometrically investigate the pro-

posed theoretical relationships (Section 2) between agencies and product success for three

reasons. First, the platform focuses on independent music production and, hence, encour-

ages the success of independent music labels, resulting in a large, diverse environment of

agencies with different characteristics and heterogeneous reputations. Because of the num-

ber of agencies (thousands) as well as the number of creators (thousands), there is also

significant heterogeneity across the actors and variance in the collaborations. Second, the

widespread unbundling and digitization of the music industry is further enhancing this het-

erogeneity. Specifically, a creator and an agency typically collaborate on a small number

of songs (singles), rather than multi-year contracts; because of the diversity and lack of

long-term contractual relationships, participating creators produce a substantial number
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Figure 2. Agencies in Some Popular Online Platforms

Uber
Lyft

Etsy
Wish

Amazon Apple AppStore
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Amazon Books*
Upwork MusicShare*

None Low Medium High

(Platform) (Independent agencies)

Agencies per creator

Neither Uber nor Lyft allow agencies; the platforms select drivers, not the consumer. Etsy, Wish, and Amazon allow for
platform-based collaborations. Developers using the Apple AppStore and Google Play store can collaborate with third-party
companies to represent their apps (CPI 2019). The number of agencies per creator is low in these settings. Amazon Books
and Upwork allow multiple agencies (e.g., publishing companies, freelance agencies). However, most creators (authors,
freelancers) collaborate with only a few agencies (Stanton and Thomas 2015). MusicShare allows for thousands of agencies
(independent music labels), and each creator (artist) collaborates with many of these agencies. This study includes platforms
denotes with “*”. This table does not completely classify the roles of agencies and creators in all available platforms; In some
platforms, the roles of agencies and creators can overlap or be more complex. Section 7 discusses these limitations.

of songs (products) and collaborate with many different agencies across these products.

Third, due to the frequent and short product release cycles and the unbundling of prod-

ucts in the music industry as a result of the recent digitization, creators use even small,

unknown, or new agencies to promote some of their songs.

To highlight the suitability of MusicShare, Figure 2 illustratesagencies in some popular on-

line platforms. The x-axis shows the variation in the agencies with which creators collabo-

rate. MusicShare appears on the right side: thousands of independent agencies participate

in the market, while, at the same time, creators collaborate with many of these agencies

(exhibiting high within-creator variability). This variability is a key component of our

empirical identification strategy, as it allows us to control for unobserved creator-related

confounds since the same creator collaborates with multiple labels (Sections 3, 4).

Data Description

The MusicShare platform well reflects the overwhelming proliferation of digital content

and contains numerous songs. However, the MusicShare platform publishes genre-specific

top-100-selling charts that reflect the consumption of tens of millions of unique consumers.

Our dataset contains daily observations of these top-charts over a 20 consecutive month

period. In particular, it contains all the songs that appeared in the top-charts. In addition,
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for each song i, the dataset also contains (a) all previous songs created by the creator of

song i, and (b) all previous songs promoted by the agency of song i. This collection pro-

cess yields an overall dataset of more than 1.5 million songs produced by 139,004 creators

and promoted by more than 31,000 agencies. (Appendix 3 provides additional details on

the data collection process.) The dataset contains historical and time-varying covariates

for each song, agency, and creator. Additionally, the dataset also includes time-invariant

covariates corresponding to features of the songs, measuring the musicality of each song

(e.g., acousticness, instrumentalness, valence, tempo, key—Appendix 1, Table 5).

Our empirical analyses focus on daily observations of all the songs released during our

observation window by creators who had at least one song appear in top-charts. (Including

songs released outside our observation window would introduce noise because we do not

observe the top-charts outside our 20-months observation window; similarly, fixed effects

(Equation 2) would uniquely identify observations from creators without any songs in the

top-charts.) Hence, we analyze 158,948 songs created by 10,925 distinct creators associated

with 2,733 distinct independent agencies over a 20 consecutive month period.

Creator, Agency, and Online Market Measures

Several focal, dependent, and control variables help identify the agency reputation spillover

effects on product success in this online market.

Focal variables: To test the theoretical framework (Figure 1), we need (among other

covariates) measures of agency and creator reputation. On the MusicShare platform, past

successes of both agencies and creators through the top-selling charts can proxy for rep-

utation. Top-charts are strong reputation signals and often stronger than rating scores

for hedonic goods, such as music and books (Shen 2015). Hence, all else being equal, an

agency or a creator with more prior appearances in the top-selling charts has a better rep-

utation than an agency or a creator with fewer or no prior chart appearances. This Agency

(market) reputation metric measures relative reputation within the market for both the
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participating agencies and creators; this measurement fits well with our theoretical frame-

work and research hypotheses as both focus on relative than absolute reputation.

Nevertheless, we consider alternatively measures focusing on the absolute, instead of rel-

ative, reputation of agencies. Specifically, we alternatively proxy the reputation of each

agency based on search volume for the agency name on Google’s search engine (Agency

(general) reputation). Agencies with greater search volume, all else being equal, indicate

consumer awareness and interest in learning more about the agency than agencies with

lower search volume (Vaughan and Romero-Frías 2014). Hence, Agency (general) reputa-

tion is an alternative, external-to-the-market measure of an agency’s reputation, allowing

quantification of the robustness of our econometric specifications and estimates. Google

search queries have proxied for product reputation and desirability in many different con-

texts (Choi and Varian 2012, Drake et al. 2012, Knittel and Stango 2014, Wu and Brynjolf-

sson 2015, Cankir et al. 2015, Vaughan and Romero-Frías 2014)

Dependent variable: Our focal measure of product success is whether or not a song

enters the top-selling charts (Entered charts). The top-selling charts in this platform are

genre-specific and, hence, account for the overall popularity of each genre.

Control variables: Additional factors, besides agency and creator reputation, affect the

success of a song; hence, creator-specific, song-specific, and agency-specific time-varying

variables control for observed heterogeneity. Creator-specific time-varying variables are (1)

the creator’s experience through the total number of songs that the creator has created

(Creator total songs), (2) the total number of agencies that the creator has collaborated

with (Creator total agencies), as well as (3) the total number of genres in which the cre-

ator has created songs (Creator genres). Song-specific variables are the price (Song price)

as well as the duration, the overall musical key of the track, the musical modality, the

acousticness, danceability, energy, instrumentalness, liveness, loudness, speechiness, va-
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics for Main Variables

Variable Name Description Mean Median St.Dev. Min Max

Dependent variable
Entered charts Whether the song entered the

top-selling charts (1, if yes; 0,
otherwise)

0.1 0 0.3 0 1

Focal variables
Agency (market) reputation Reputation percentile rank of the

agency based on the number of songs
that entered the top-selling charts in
the past ζ days (recent, percentile)

50 35 25 8 100

Agency (general) reputation Reputation percentile rank of the
agency based on the search volume for
the agency name on Google in the
past ζ days (recent, percentile)

1.1 0 4.6 0 78

Creator reputation Reputation percentile rank of the
creator based on the number of songs
that entered the top-selling charts in
the past ζ days (recent, percentile)

53 36 25 20 100

Time-varying control variables (at time t)
Creator total songs Number of songs produced by the

creator so far (lifetime, count)
129 75 146 0 1, 123

Creator total agencies Number of agencies with which the
creator has previously collaborated
(lifetime, count)

11 8 10 0 233

Creator genres Number of genres in which the creator
has previously created songs (lifetime,
count)

6 6 3.5 0 23

Agency songs Number of songs previously promoted
by the agency so far (lifetime, count)

2, 848 1, 136 5, 171 0 95, 376

Agency genres Number of genres corresponding to
the songs previously promoted by the
agency (lifetime, count)

8 7 4.8 0 24

Agency creators Number of creators previously
promoted by the agency (lifetime,
count)

384 144 755 0 6, 709

Agency ad-spending Advertising spending (x1000 USD) 0.2 0 7 0 269
Agency social media presence Twitter followers (count) 717 0 18, 709 0 764, 046

The descriptive statistics correspond to 158,948 songs, created by 10,925 creators, and promoted by 2,733 agencies in the
online platform of MusicShare. Recency (ζ) is 90 days. St.Dev. denotes the standard deviation. Table 5 in Appendix 1 shows
the descriptive statistics for Song Quality, Competition, and Collaboration metrics.

lence, and tempo (beats per minute). Agency-specific time varying variables are (1) the

number of songs (Agency songs), (2) the number of creators (Agency creators), and (3) the

number of genres (Agency genres) that an agency has previously promoted. The number

of followers of each music label on Twitter controls for marketing strategies of agencies and

their user bases; the social media user base relates to both the earned advertising and paid

advertising, if any (Adamopoulos and Todri 2015). In addition, we include each agency’s

total marketing expenditures using data from the ad intelligence company Kantar media.

The number of songs, creators, and agencies in each genre and time period control for

competition in the platform. Probabilistic models on observed agency and creator charac-
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Figure 3. Creator, Song, and Agency Behavior on MusicShare
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During our observation window of 20 months, creators collaborate with multiple (mean 4.7) agencies (Figure 3A). The
probability of agencies of various reputations to collaborate with creators of various reputations appears relatively constant,
but with one exception: agencies in the bottom 50th percentile are more likely to collaborate with creators in the bottom
50th percentile (Figure 3B). Agencies do not concentrate on genres where the likelihood of success might be higher, providing
consistent evidence of lack of clear strategic behavior in the platform (Figure 3C). CI: Confidence Interval.

teristics control for the affinity of a creator to collaborate with an agency (Appendix 2).

We measure each variable at the time the creator releases each song.

Finally, our empirical models further control for unobserved heterogeneity through time,

genre, and creator fixed effects. Robustness checks describe alternative variables they use.

Descriptive statistics and model-free evidence: Table 1 shows the descriptive statis-

tics for the main variables of interest; Table 5 in Appendix 1 shows the descriptive statis-

tics for the song quality, competition, and collaboration control variables; Figure 6 in Ap-

pendix 1 shows the respective correlations among these variables.

Model-free evidence (Figure 3) further highlights the appropriateness of MusicShare for

studying the effect of reputation spillovers from agencies on product success. In particu-

lar, creators vary considerably in terms of collaborations with agencies: on average, each

creator collaborates with 4.7 different agencies during our observation window; 85% of the

creators collaborate with two or more agencies (Figure 3A). Furthermore, as Section 2 de-

scribes, agencies collaborate with varying-reputation creators and vice a versa (Figure 3B).
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Even further, agencies do not concentrate in song genres where the likelihood of success

might be higher (or lower) due to the number of songs (Figure 3C), providing consistent

evidence that any strategic behavior in the platform is far from perfect.

4 ASYMMETRIC AGENCY EFFECTS ON PRODUCT SUCCESS

What are the —potentially heterogeneous and asymmetric— effects of agency reputation

spillovers on product success in online markets?

Econometric Identification

Several characteristics of MusicShare help empirically identify these effects and test the

hypotheses using panel-data techniques for econometric inference. First, the variables

of interest vary significantly as creators release multiple songs over time and collaborate

frequently with different agencies (e.g., Figure 3A). Second, Agency (market) reputation

and Agency (general) reputation as well as Creator reputation are dynamic and vary in-

dependently. Third, the platform directly measures the success of products. Fourth, a

large number of time-varying control variables capture observed heterogeneity in creators,

agencies, and songs. Finally, multiple fixed effects, including seasonality, product-category

(genre), or creator-specific effects help control for remaining time-invariant effects.

Taking advantage of these characteristics, panel-data models estimate the product success

and the potentially asymmetric reputation spillover effect. Specifically, for song i in genre

b by creator j endorsed by agency a, the econometric specification is the following:

Entered chartsbija ∼ γG + βX ija + Aj +Bb + Tija + ε , (2)

where Aj are the creator fixed effects, Bb the genre fixed effects, and Tija the time (monthly)

fixed effects. The vector X ija includes the time-varying control variables (Tables 1 and 5).

The coefficients of interest γ test for Hypotheses 1 to 3. Specifically, G divides agencies

and creators into “more” and “less” reputable groups (Figure 4) as follows:

⋄ Less-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl
l): creators in the bottom (100− ξ)th

percentile, represented by agencies in the bottom (100− ξ)th percentile.
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Figure 4. Interactions Between Agencies and Creators
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⋄ Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ): Creators in the top ξth per-

centile, represented by agencies in the bottom (100− ξ)th percentile.

⋄ More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl
m): Creators in the bottom (1− ξ)th

percentile, represented by agencies in the top ξth percentile.

⋄ More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
m): Creatorsin the top (ξ)th per-

centile, represented by agencies in the top ξth percentile.

Figure 4 illustrates how a rank threshold, ξ, of 50% separates the dataset into the four

groups of set G = {Gl
l, G

m
l , G

l
m, G

m
m}. The figure also shows the model-free success rate of

each group. (The main analysis assumes a recency, ζ, of 90 days and rank threshold, ξ, of

50%; Appendix 12 assesses the sensitivity of the results to differing thresholds of ξ and ζ.)

Empirical Results

Table 2 shows the empirical results corresponding to our various econometric specifica-

tions estimated using a linear probability model; Table 13 in Appendix 11 shows the re-

sults of a logit model. Model A1 includes the time-varying control variables as well as
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Table 2. Agencies and Product Success

Linear Probability Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Creator songs 0.01∗∗∗ −0.00 0.00
(0.001) (0.005) (0.006)

Creator genres −0.01∗∗∗ −0.03∗ −0.02∗

(0.001) (0.011) (0.011)
Creator agencies −0.03∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.01

(0.001) (0.006) (0.006)
Agency songs −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency genres −0.00∗∗ −0.01 −0.01

(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)
Agency creators −0.02∗∗∗ −0.00∗ −0.00∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency ad-spending 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01

(0.004) (0.012) (0.012)
Agency social media presence 0.01∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Agency (market) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 0.09∗∗∗

(0.011)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ) −0.04∗∗∗

(0.006)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

m) 0.10∗∗∗

(0.011)
More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm

m) 0.06∗∗∗

(0.008)

Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.044 0.357 0.359
Observations 157405 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

the song features, the competition metrics, and the collaboration controls (Table 5 in Ap-

pendix 1). Model A2 adds the creator, genre, and time fixed effects, and tests for Hypoth-

esis 1 by including the first variable of interest (i.e., Agency (market) reputation). Then,

Model A3 tests for Hypotheses 2 and 3 using variables G and capturing the —potentially

asymmetric— reputation spillover effects.

As Model A2 shows, the coefficient of Agency (market) reputation is positive and signifi-

cant (p < 0.001) suggesting that, all else being equal, a more-reputable agency increases

the likelihood of a song entering the top-selling charts (Hypothesis 1). While the direc-

tion of this result is not surprising, we quantify the magnitude of the effect; the point
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estimate is 0.09, implying that, all else being equal, a song promoted by a more-reputable

agency is 9% more likely to enter the charts compared with a song promoted by a less-

reputable agency. Then, Model A3 provides empirical evidence in support of Hypotheses 2

and 3. Specifically, the estimated coefficients are relative to the baseline collaboration

“Less-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl
l).” The coefficient of “Less-reputable

agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l )” is negative and significant (p < 0.001), indicat-

ing that for more reputable creators a collaboration with a less reputable agency is more

costly: on average, a less-reputable agency hurts a more-reputable creator 4% more than it

hurts a less-reputable creator (Hypothesis 2). Furthermore, as predicted by Hypothesis 3,

collaborating with a more-reputable agency benefits less-reputable creators more than

more-reputable ones (coefficient Gl
m > Gm

m, and coefficients are statistically significantly

different p < 0.001). Thus, the empirical results support all the developed hypotheses.

The estimated coefficients in Table 2 are relative, added to the prior likelihood of a creator

to have a song in the charts. Hence, our estimates do not suggest that when collaborat-

ing with a less reputable agency, more reputable creators are worse off than less reputable

ones. Figure 5 clarifies this point by adding the estimated effects to a hypothetical prior

likelihood of success of both a more and a less reputable creator. (The fixed effects of our

specification in Equation 2 capture the static portions of these unobserved priors.) Fi-

nally, even though prior literature shows that agencies help all new creators (Stanton and

Thomas 2015), our findings indicate that the reputation spillover effects of agencies are

heterogeneous and asymmetric and are surprising in the context of the deviating predic-

tions of alternative theories (Section 2). Appendix 4 summarizes additional analyses that

investigate the underlying mechanisms for these reputation spillover effects.

5 ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS AND GENERALIZATION

A crucial obstacle for running experiments in this context is that random assignment be-

tween agencies and creators is unethical and practically infeasible. Therefore, analysis of
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Figure 5. Relative Agency Effects when Added to Creator Priors
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the reputation spillover effects of agencies typically relies on observational data. Hence,

most related studies use fixed-effect models (Stanton and Thomas 2015) or matching tech-

niques (Chan and Wang 2017, Lin et al. 2016) to assess sources of selection bias that could

endogenize their main observed results. To better support a causal link between the focal

and the dependent variables, we test the validity of the main findings under various alter-

native explanations.Table 3 summarizes all these alternative analyses, showing that the

findings remain robust for all the alternatives we consider.

6 EXTERNAL VALIDITY

The theorized relationships should hold in other contexts. To assess the external validity

of the findings, we perform a similar analysis in a different domain: Amazon books. Specif-

ically, we analyze 4,077 books over an observation window of 10 months. A total of 999

agencies (publishers) represented 1,187 authors who wrote these books; while Amazon has

a large selection of books, the sample size is smaller due to smaller top-selling lists and

longer-term writer-publisher relationships with less variance in collaborations between

creators and agencies. These books span 19 distinct categories.

Table 4 shows the corresponding results, which, despite the smaller sample size, align with

the main results from MusicShare. Specifically, the reputation of the publishing company
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Table 3. Investigation of Alternative Explanations

Analysis H1 H2 H3 Support

Appendix 5: To what extend do companies select successful songs?

Solution: Two-stage Heckman model: ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 8

Appendix 6: Do time-varying selection bias drives the results?

Solution: Simulate different selection bias scenarios:
Less reputable agencies choose less successful songs > 50% N-O N-O

Figure 9Less reputable agencies choose more successful songs N-O N-O N-O
More reputable agencies choose less successful songs N-O N-O N-O
More reputable agencies choose more successful songs > 50% N-O N-O

Appendix 7: Do systematically different types of songs enter and not enter the top-selling charts?

Solution: Propensity score matching on observed song
characteristics:

✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 9

Appendix 8: Can agencies generate the observed results by choosing specific creator-genre combinations?

Solution: Fixed effects on the interaction between
creator and genre and between agency and genre

✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 10

Appendix 9: Are the results an artifact of our measurement of reputation?

Solution: Use the Agency (general) reputation as an
alternative (external to the market) measure of
reputation

✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 11

Appendix 10: Are the agency effects different across different creators?

Solution: Analysis of creators who become more (less)
reputable over time.

✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001 ✓(p < 0.001) Table 12

Appendix 11: Are the results an artifact of the linear probability model?

Solution: Logit models with creator fixed effects ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 13

Appendix 12: Do threshold-specific peculiarities drive the results?

Solution: Sensitivity analysis for:
Rank threshold ξ ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 14
Recency threshold ζ ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) ✓(p < 0.001) Table 15

Appendix 13: Are the results coincidental?

Solution: Placebo regressions ✓(p > 0.1) ✓(p > 0.1) ✓(p > 0.1) Table 16

✓: Finding supported (at p). N-O: The effect remain statistically significant throughout the simulation—No observed effect
reversal. In the simulation analysis, the value is the maximum percentage of the most adversarial scenario of selection bias
for which the main results remain unaffected; see Section 6 and Figure 9 for additional details.

has a positive relationship with the likelihood of entering the top-selling Amazon book

charts (Hypothesis 1). Interestingly, similar to the earlier analysis, “More-reputable agency,

less-reputable creator (Gl
m)” is greater than “More-reputable agency, more-reputable cre-

ator (Gm
m)” (p < 0.001, Hypothesis 3), while “Less-reputable agency, more-reputable

creator (Gm
l )” is more negative than “Less-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

l)”

(p < 0.001, Hypothesis 2). Thus, even though writers and publishers tend to have longer

and often repeated relationships in the book publishing industry, we observe a similar

trend in this context as in the music industry.
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Table 4. Agencies and Product Success—Amazon Books

Linear Probability Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Creator books (total) −0.03∗∗ −0.01 −0.00
(0.010) (0.014) (0.013)

Creator genres (total) −0.03∗∗ −0.12∗∗ −0.12∗∗

(0.009) (0.038) (0.039)
Creator agencies (total) 0.00 0.02 0.02

(0.008) (0.019) (0.020)
Agency books (total) 0.02∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.003) (0.003)
Agency genres (total) 0.01 0.02 0.02∗

(0.012) (0.011) (0.010)
Agency creators (total) 0.00 −0.03∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.006) (0.006)

Agency (market) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 0.13∗∗∗

(0.015)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ) −0.08∗∗∗

(0.010)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

m) 0.16∗∗∗

(0.023)
More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm

m) 0.03∗

(0.016)

Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.023 0.588 0.590
Observations 3856 3778 3778

The dependent variable is 1 if the book entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models include
competition metrics (number of books, creators, and agencies in the corresponding book category) and collaboration controls
(probability of collaboration between creator and agency). Clustered errors for fixed effects models; robust errors for other
models. A creator in this context is a book author. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

7 DISCUSSION

Digital markets are now ubiquitous. By directly connecting creators and consumers, they

improve market efficiency and contribute towards increasingly frictionless commerce (Bryn-

jolfsson and Smith 2000). But this disintermediation that removed certain intermediate

layers and created efficiency exacerbated some market problems. For instance, the vast

selection offered by newly viable creators makes it difficult for consumers to choose among

products (Berman and Katona 2020, Rossi and Rubera 2021). In other words, products

have trouble standing out in crowded markets. This difficulty is particularly true for ex-

perience goods as it is harder both for consumers to assess each product pre-consumption

and for platforms to explicitly codify their attributes to aid consumer search.

In such cases, agencies can add value to online markets by signaling product fit and qual-
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ity. In this empirical study of two digital markets, we find significant evidence that more-

reputable agencies improve the chances of product success but, interestingly, this impact

is heterogeneous and asymmetric. In fact, our study theoretically predicts and empirically

shows that more-reputable agencies benefit more less-reputable creators (instead of more-

reputable creators), whereas less-reputable agencies hurt more-reputable creators more

than they hurt less-reputable ones, illustrating the asymmetry of the effects.

Contributions to Research

These findings add to our understanding of digital markets by investigating a novel re-

search question: How do agencies affect product success for different types of creators? A

formal theoretical framework suggests that the net effect of an agency depends on the com-

bination of an agency’s and a creator’s reputation. Interestingly, empirical evidence shows

that less-reputable agencies hurt more-reputable creators more. However, more-reputable

agencies benefit less-reputable creators more. Finally, as expected, all else being equal, a

more-reputable agency will have a larger positive effect on product success.

These findings contribute to our understanding of how agencies, depending on creator

reputation, can either benefit or hurt product success in digital markets. Compared with

research that shows that agencies uniformly help new creators (Stanton and Thomas 2015),

our theoretical framework and empirical findings show that agencies have uneven effects.

As a result, our work describes a more nuanced view of agency effects. While we analyzed

two major marketplaces (i.e., MusicShare and Amazon books), the theoretical framework

suggests that these effects could potentially generalize to other similar marketplaces (such

as online labor markets) where creators can interact with agencies of varying reputations.

Finally, our study also extends the cognitive theory of expectation confirmation/disconfirmation

from the post-purchase (or post-adoption) phase (Oliver 1977, 1980) to the pre-purchase

phase of product evaluation in e-commerce. This extension could benefit future research

examining consumer behavior outcomes across the funnel path stages (Todri et al. 2020).
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Market Design Implications

These findings should influence the design of digital markets and creator competition.

Actions by platforms can make a difference in the success of markets (Heimbach and Hinz

2018). Yet, platform owners have many options and it is difficult to know what to do

(Parker and van Alstyne 2017). For example, platforms can expand to encompass more

features or let complementary products arise (Li and Agarwal 2016); they can exert tighter

or looser control (Hagiu and Wright 2019); or, they can be more or less open (Hu et al.

2017). Our study suggests the following design science approaches that could increase

market transaction efficacy:

1. Agency-aware rankings: The platform’s top-selling ranking algorithms could incorporate

information about agency and creator reputation. For example, a Bayesian ranking ap-

proach could include reputation signals of each agency and creator. Such an approach

could potentially boost products that are not currently supported by reputable agencies

yet are of high quality.

2. Separate rankings: The platform could separately create top-selling rankings of new cre-

ators and creators who collaborate with agencies that are less-reputable. Such rankings

could diversify the product selection adding minimum noise in the selection process.

3. Designing new reputation systems: Because current reputation systems in digital markets

have notable shortcomings (Filippas et al. 2018), a new stream of ambitious frameworks

propose improved reputation assessment of various products or services (Kokkodis 2019,

Daltayanni et al. 2015, Abhinav et al. 2017). Given the heterogeneous effects of agency

reputation spillovers, agency reputation can feature in these new reputation system de-

signs. Such a consideration could disentangle the actual product quality from the reputa-

tion effect of its agency, hence providing more accurate reputation scores.

4. Design of recommender systems: Similarly, new designs of recommender systems intend

to increase efficiency in digital markets (Sahoo et al. 2012, Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin

2015, Kokkodis 2018). These systems can use agency characteristics as features into their
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recommendation algorithms, and provide more diverse, “agency-aware” recommendations.

For creators, because our study reveals that the effects of agencies on product success are

uneven, it emphasizes when agencies are more important and when they are less impor-

tant. Creators who want a competitive advantage should collaborate (when possible) with

reputable agencies, especially when such creators are less-reputable. Importantly, when

creators are more reputable, they should avoid collaborating with less-reputable agencies,

as such agencies will likely hurt them the most.

Limitations and Future Directions

A limitation in our study is that, unfortunately, neither the platform nor the researchers

can observe the collaboration costs between agencies and creators. Our empirical mod-

els that control for selection (e.g., Appendices 2 and 5) provide some evidence that any

such unobserved factors, like the costs of collaboration, are unlikely to drive the results.

Beyond the empirical models, some background information about the focal context may

provide a better perspective of this issue: For creators, gaining reputation and appearing

on top-charts is significantly more important than fees they have to pay to a music agency.

Creators generate profits primarily through touring and merchandising (Delfino 2018),

and both of these opportunities increase substantially after their songs appear in the top-

charts, whereas the costs of collaboration —even though unobservable— seem to be less

significant with minimum fees ranging between $5 and 29$ per song1. Hence, while costs

are important, the costs of collaboration appear to be relatively minor compared to the

expected revenues of successful collaborations.

Moreover, future work should also examine additional empirical settings with different

platform characteristics. For instance, not every platform specifies clear agency and cre-

ator roles. In that respect, AirBnB is an interesting case. Agencies might represent nu-

merous individual renters, and it is unclear to the consumers whether the agency in this

context is a creator or an agency or a mix, given the platform design. In such cases, where
1https://imusician.pro/en/products/digital-music-distribution/how-to-sell-music-on-beatport
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the line between platform/agent/creator is blurring, we expect the effect of agency reputa-

tion to blend as well and likely overrule the renter’s likely unobserved characteristics.

Finally, one topic that our work did not focus on is how long-term collaborations with

more or less reputable agencies affect the success of a song. Our analysis in Appendix 14

shows that perhaps our context has short memory, with current collaborations being more

important than previous ones (Table 17). But a more thorough analysis (e.g., sequential

models, Kokkodis et al. 2020) could better estimate the effects of long-term collaborations

with various types of agencies. We hope that future research will explore this direction.

Digital platforms are becoming both more competitive and more complex— a difficult

combination for participants. The asymmetric benefits that we find indicate that inter-

mediaries can still add value. More importantly, the value they add is not uniform. The

asymmetric benefits herald some positive trends (such as easier curation for consumers or

ways for unknown creators to get around a cold start) but also warn against markets that

perpetuate disparity. Platforms and regulators likely want to pay attention to the effects

of intermediaries on these platforms and not just the creators and consumers.

Conclusion

Digital markets are appealing; they overcome many market inefficiencies such as, for ex-

ample, reducing transaction and search costs. In these online platforms, agencies can help

creators stand out in extremely crowded markets. Their effects however on product suc-

cess are uneven, and vastly depend on the creator type: our research isolates not only the

asymmetric and heterogeneous benefits of these agencies, but also the conditions under

which they hurt product success. Overall, our paper reveals a nuanced role of agencies in

information revelation, which markets can use to facilitate transaction efficacy.
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Appendices

1 DESCRIPTION OF ADDITIONAL VARIABLES

Besides the main variables (Table 1), we further control for song quality and competition,

and for the likelihood of an agency to collaborate with a creator. Table 5 shows the de-
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scriptive statistics of these additional control variables. Figure 6 shows the correlations of

the focal and control variables.

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics for Additional Variables

Variable Name Description Mean Median St.Dev. Min Max

Song quality
Song duration The song length in milliseconds (count) 370925 369624 139857 2715 5666130
Acousticness A confidence measure from 0.0 to 1.0 of whether

the track is acoustic (probability)
0.06 0.006 0.14 0 1

Instrumentalness Predicts whether a track contains no vocals
(probability)

0.63 0.77 0.32 0 1

Speechiness Speechiness detects the presence of spoken words
in a track. Values above 0.66 describe songs that
are probably made entirely of spoken words
(probability)

0.08 0.06 0.06 0 0.96

Time Signature A notational convention to specify how many beats
are in each bar (count)

4 4 0.22 0 5

Key The key the track is in (count) 6 6 3.5 0 11
Danceability How suitable a track is for dancing based on a

combination of musical elements including tempo,
rhythm stability, beat strength, and overall
regularity (probability)

0.71 0.73 0.12 0 1

Liveness Detects the presence of an audience in the
recording (probability)

0.18 0.11 0.16 0 0.98

Loudness The overall loudness of a track (decibels) −8 −8 3.3 −52 2
Tempo The overall estimated tempo of a track (beats per

minute, count)
127 126 15 0 250

Mode Mode indicates the modality (major or minor) of a
track (Major is, 1 and minor is 0)

0.52 0.52 0.47 0 1

Energy A measure from 0.0 to 1.0 that represents a
perceptual measure of intensity and activity
(probability)

0.75 0.75 0.17 0 1

Valence A measure from 0.0 to 1.0 describing the musical
positiveness (e.g. happy, cheerful, euphoric)
conveyed by a track (probability)

0.4 0.4 0.24 0 0.99

Price The price of the song (USD) 1.5 1.5 0.06 1.5 2.5
Competition variables

Competing songs Songs released on the same day that are in the
same genre of the focal song (count)

17 7 24 1 280

Competing agencies Unique agencies representing new released songs
that released on the same day as the focal song
(count)

6 3 9 1 91

Competing creators Unique creators who released songs on the same
day as the focal song (count)

15 6 23 1 267

Agency-creator collaboration
Collaboration probability The probability of an agency to promote a creator

as estimated by our predictive models described in
Appendix 2 (probability)

0.59 0.75 0.24 0.19 0.81

Song quality measures come from the Spotify Web API.

2 PREDICTING AGENCY-CREATOR COLLABORATIONS

An additional control for the likelihood of an agency to collaborate with different types of

creators is the probability of collaboration. Specifically, we ask: what is the likelihood that

a collaboration will happen given the characteristics of an agency and a contractor? Con-

trolling for this agency-creator likelihood allows us to further disentangle the asymmetric

reputation effects from the expected agency-creator behavior.

To estimate the probability of collaboration between an agency and a creator we rely on

machine learning techniques, and we create choice sets from which the label and the cre-

ator choose to collaborate. This step creates both positive and negative observations, that
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Figure 6. Correlogram of Focal and Control Variables
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probabilistic models later use to make predictions. In particular, for each instance in our

data, we randomly sample N labels according to their frequency of appearance in the

dataset that a creator could have chosen to collaborate with. Hence, for each positive in-

stance, we create N negative ones which allow us to train different probabilistic models.

Figure 7 shows the 10-fold cross-validated results in terms of AUC scores for Logistic re-

gression, Random forest, Gradient boosting, Neural networks. Gradient boosting performs

slightly better than the rest, so we use gradient boosting to estimate the collaboration

probability between agencies and creators (Collaboration controls).

3 MUSIC DISCOVERY ON MUSICSHARE

MusicShare features more than 200,000 musical creators and attracts more than 10 mil-

lion unique visitors per month. Visitors to this platform can discover the latest music in
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Figure 7. Ten-fold Cross-Validation of Predicting Collaborations

Predicting agency−creator collaboration
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Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

twenty-three distinct genres and decide whether or not to purchase songs.

When consumers visit MusicShare, they have several options to navigate the website and

discover content. One of the main parts of the landing page is the “new releases” section

that informs users of recent new releases of songs. Both the creator and the agency are

quite noticeable in the new “releases section” (Figure 8a) which provides the title of the

song, the name of the creator, and the name of the corresponding agency. If a user hovers

with her/his mouse over the image that accompanies each song, then the price of the song

also appears. The user may use the above information to form expectations and determine

whether to proceed with any actions, such as purchasing this product or acquiring addi-

tional information. If a user clicks on the product, then the platform presents additional

information, including the genre of the song, its length, tempo, release date, etc.

An important characteristic of the new releases on the landing page is that they include

songs from both reputable and completely unknown creators. Relatively reputable labels

(e.g., MadTech with 15K Twitter followers) represent some of these creators while rela-

tively unknown music labels (e.g., Loudbit records with 69 Twitter followers) represent

others. Furthermore, some songs are exclusive to the platform, while others are also avail-

able on other streaming platforms, such as Apple music and Spotify. Overall, the platform

primarily lists its new releases on the landing page, which it updates daily.

Users can navigate the platform in several other ways. Users can search or use the naviga-
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tion menu to select a specific genre. From there, users can explore different genres charts

that include the top songs for each genre. Alternatively, consumers can navigate to the DJ

charts, a section where the platform groups the available creators by genre.

Apart from the navigation menu and the new releases, the landing page of the platform

also includes an overall top-charts list that includes the top 10 selling songs on the plat-

form (Figure 8b.) At the end of this list, a link to the corresponding top-100 list navigates

to additional songs.

Figure 8. Platform Navigation

(a) New releases

(b) Top 10

Data Collection

We collected data by:

• Collecting the top-100 charts for all genres during our observation window.

• Identifying all the creators who ended up having at least one song in the charts.

• Collecting all the previously published songs for all the creators who ended up hav-
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ing at least one song in the charts.

• Identifying all the agencies who collaborated with the identified creators.

• Collecting all the previously published songs for all the agencies who ended up hav-

ing at least one song in the charts during our observation window.

We repeated the above process daily for almost two years (i.e., 20 consecutive calendar

months) leading to the collection of a large number of songs — in total 1.5 million songs

produced by 139,004 and promoted by more than 31,000 agencies. Comparing the sum-

mary statistics of the dataset with the information available on the platform and publicly

available sources, we believe the above process yielded a comprehensive representation of

the music industry and almost complete information about the platform. We used the full

dataset to construct several variables used in the estimated empirical models, such as the

number of released songs for each creator and the number of songs for each agency.

We estimate the summary statistics and the models over 158k songs in the dataset. These

158k songs are all the songs that were released during our observation window by the focal

creators who had at least one song in the top-charts during the same observation window.

The reason for this is two-fold: i) Including in the estimated models the songs released

outside our observation window would introduce noise because we do not observe the top-

charts outside our 20-months observation window, and ii) Observations about creators

without any songs in the top-charts would be uniquely identified by the corresponding

fixed effects in the models.

4 UNDERLYING MECHANISMS

Even though prior literature shows that agencies help all new creators (Stanton and

Thomas 2015), our findings are surprising and suggest that the reputation spillover ef-

fects of agencies are heterogeneous and asymmetric. To delve deeper, additional analyses

investigate these reputation spillover effects by assessing their underlying mechanisms.
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Table 6. Agencies and Product Success - Mechanism Test

Linear Probability Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Creator songs −0.00 0.00 0.01
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

Creator genres −0.03∗ −0.03∗ −0.02
(0.011) (0.011) (0.012)

Creator agencies −0.01 −0.01 −0.01
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Agency songs 0.00 −0.00 −0.00∗

(0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency genres −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Agency creators −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency ad-spending 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013)
Agency social media presence 0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Reputation Asymmetry 0.07∗∗∗

(0.008)

Reputation Asymmetry (%) 0.06∗∗∗

(0.006)

Creator fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.345 0.352 0.359
Observations 157388 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). The reputation
asymmetry metric measures the difference between the reputation scores of the agency and the creator. Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

Empirical evidence in support of expectation disconfirmation

We hypothesize that divergences from the expectation levels of consumers generate the ef-

fects we quantify. Specifically, we extend the expectation disconfirmation theory of Oliver

(1977, 1980) from the post-adoption phase to the evaluation phase of the consumer journey.

Collaborations between creators and agencies are either consistent with the corresponding

adaptation (expectation) levels of consumers or deviate from them. We theorize that con-

sumers use reputation as a frame of reference about which they make comparative judg-

ments. Hence, collaborations between creators with agencies of the same reputation type

confirm the consumer expectations whereas collaborations between creators below (above)

the corresponding adaptation level, resulting in a negative (positive) disconfirmation.
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To empirically assess this underlying mechanism, we first directly quantify the difference

in reputation levels between each creator and agency in the platform using a continuous

measure, Reputation Asymmetry, rather than using the different reputation groups as

before. This continuous metric allows us to further examine whether a divergence of the

reputation level of the agency from the corresponding level of the creator directly relates

to the outcome of product success in the marketplace. Specifically, we empirically test the

theorized mechanism by examining the effect of the positive and negative divergences from

the consumer expectations of creator-agency collaborations: if product success correlates

positively with positive divergences (disconfirmation) from the reputation adaptation

levels, then it would empirically support the mechanism of expectation disconfirmation

(Oliver 1977, 1980). Alternatively, negative disconfirmations positively related to product

success would counter the identified mechanism. Table 6 shows a positive and significant

effect of the Reputation Asymmetry on the likelihood of product success, hence empirically

supporting the hypothesized underlying mechanism (expectation disconfirmation).

Evidence supporting the moderating effect of expectation disconfirmation

An alternative way to investigate the underlying mechanisms is by examining the spillover

effect of reputation across different levels of expectation disconfirmation. Specifically, we

examine the moderating effect of expectation disconfirmation for the collaboration, in-

verse collaboration probability, on the effect of reputation asymmetry on the likelihood of

product success. Under the identified underlying mechanism, if the effect of the reputation

asymmetry between the agency and the creator is accentuated when their collaboration

is more unexpected, this would provide significant additional empirical support for the

hypothesized mechanism. Alternatively, if such a moderating is absent or if the effect of

the reputation asymmetry is attenuated when the collaboration is more unexpected, this

would counter the identified mechanism.
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Table 7 shows a positive and significant moderating effect of the inverse probability of col-

laboration (disconfirmation level) on the effect of reputation asymmetry on the likelihood

of product success. That is, the more unexpected the collaboration between a creator and

an agency, the greater is the spillover effect of the agency’s reputation. This result pro-

vides additional empirical evidence in support of the hypothesized underlying mechanisms.

Table 7. Agencies and Product Success - Mechanism Test

Linear Probability Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Creator total songs −0.00 0.00 0.01
(0.005) (0.006) (0.006)

Creator genres −0.03∗ −0.03∗ −0.02
(0.011) (0.011) (0.012)

Creator total agencies −0.01 −0.01 −0.01
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Agency total songs 0.00 −0.00 −0.00∗

(0.003) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency genres −0.01 −0.01 −0.01

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
Agency artists −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency ad-spending 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.013) (0.013) (0.013)
Agency social media presence 0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.003) (0.002) (0.002)

Reputation Asymmetry 0.03∗∗

(0.010)
Reputation Asymmetry x Inverse Collaboration Probability 0.02∗∗

(0.005)
Reputation Asymmetry (%) 0.04∗∗∗

(0.007)
Reputation Asymmetry (%) x Inverse Collaboration Probability 0.01∗∗∗

(0.002)

Creator fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.345 0.353 0.360
Observations 157388 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). The reputation
asymmetry metric measures the difference between the reputation scores of the agency and the creator. Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

5 TWO-STAGE SELECTION MODEL

Two-stage selection models (Heckman 1979) can model agency effects by taking into con-

sideration the likelihood of collaboration. Specifically, a first stage probit model estimates

the likelihood of an agency to collaborate with a creator. To model this first stage, we
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follow the same assumptions as in Appendix 2, and we create choice sets from which an

agency and a creator choose to collaborate. Based on these choice sets, we estimate the

likelihood of collaboration through the following specification:

Pr(Participateit = 1|Zit−1) = Φ(αZit−1) , (3)

where Zit−1 includes the following variables:

• Whether or not the agency and the creator collaborated previously

• Agency information (i.e., ad spending, social media presence, songs, genres, creators,

(market) reputation)

• Creator information (i.e., total songs, total agencies, total genres, reputation)

As a result, vector Zit−1 differs significantly from the variables in the main specification of

Equation 2.

Through Equation 3, we estimate the inverse Mills ratio, which captures the predicted

probability of each agency to collaborate with a given creator. We then include this ratio

in a linear model to control for the selection of agencies to collaborate. Column A2 in

Table 8 shows the results, which corroborate our main findings.

6 POTENTIAL TIME-VARYING UNOBSERVED SELECTION BIAS

Model-free evidence shows that agencies of different levels of reputation collaborate with

creators of different levels of reputation (Figure 3). Furthermore, empirical specifications

control for the likelihood of collaboration among an agency and a creator as well as several

product features (Table 2). Besides, music quality is idiosyncratic (Gallino and Moreno

2018) and predicting the success of a song is an inherently hard task (Nasreldin 2018).

Nevertheless, selection bias might affect the observed results if the agencies are (a) able to

predict successful songs a priori and (b) only promote these successful songs.

To test the sensitivity of the observed results to the agency-creator collaboration-specific

selection biases, we simulate (Kokkodis and Lappas 2020) the following scenarios:
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Table 8. Two Stage Correction

(A1) (A2)

Agency ad-spending 0.02 0.02
(0.013) (0.013)

Agency social media presence 0.00 0.00
(0.002) (0.002)

Creator total songs 0.03∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007)
Creator genres −0.01 −0.01

(0.005) (0.005)
Creator total agencies −0.01 −0.01.

(0.006) (0.006)
Agency total songs −0.02∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)
Agency genres −0.00 0.00

(0.004) (0.004)
Agency artists 0.00∗ 0.00.

(0.002) (0.002)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ) −0.04∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.006)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

m) 0.13∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.016)
More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm

m) 0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011)

Inverse Mills ratio −0.04∗∗

(0.012)

Genre fixed effects ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✓ ✓
Collaboration controls ✓ ✗

R-squared 0.358 0.359
Observations 157722 157722

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). The Mills ratio
captures the predicted probability of each agency to collaborate with a given creator. Column A1 shows the main
specification of Equation 2. Column A2 shows the Heckman correction estimates. Clustered errors (on the creator) for fixed
effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

⋄ Scenario A: Less-reputable agencies choose less-reputable songs: Agencies that rank in

the bottom 50% consistently promote songs that do not enter the top-selling charts.

⋄ Scenario B: Less-reputable agencies choose more-reputable songs: Agencies that rank in

the bottom 50% consistently promote songs that do enter the top-selling charts.

⋄ Scenario C: More-reputable agencies choose less-reputable songs: Agencies that rank in

the top 50% consistently promote songs that do not enter the top-selling charts.

⋄ Scenario D: More-reputable agencies choose more-reputable songs: Agencies that rank

in the top 50% consistently promote songs that do enter the top-selling charts.

We simulate these scenarios by randomly under-sampling scenario-specific songs from the
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Figure 9. Sensitivity to Time-varying Unobserved Selection Bias
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Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. Even in the most adversarial selection bias scenarios, the findings remain consis-
tent for up to 60% bias for Hypothesis 1 (Scenarios A and D).

focal dataset at rates r ∈ {10%, 20%, ..., 60%}. For each of these subsamples, we estimate

a complete model of Equation 2. We repeat this process 100 times for each combination of

rate (r) and scenario of selection bias. Figure 9 shows the results for the four coefficients

of interest: “Agency (market) reputation,” “Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator

(Gm
l ),” “More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

m),” and “More-reputable agency,

more-reputable creator (Gm
m).” The x-axis shows the under-sampling rate, and the y-axis

shows the value of the coefficients. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Results: The coefficient of “Agency (market) reputation” remains positive and statistically

significant for up to 60% under-sampling, in the two most adversarial scenarios A and D.

For the selection bias to materially affect the observed results, 60% of the more-reputable

agencies must have the ability to pick only the successful songs of each creator, despite

the empirical evidence suggesting otherwise (Figure 3 and following Tables 9 and 10). The

coefficient of “Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ),” (triangle in Figure 9)

remains negative and statistically significant under all simulated scenarios of selection

bias. Hence, no reasonable level of selection bias (up to and including 60%) invalidates
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Hypothesis 2. Similarly, the coefficient of “more-reputable agency, less-reputable creator

(Gl
m)” (reverse triangle in Figure 9) is statistically significantly (p < 0.05) larger than

the coefficient of “More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
m)” (rectangle in Fig-

ure 9) for more than 60%, in the two adversarial scenario for this case B and C. Hence, no

reasonable level of selection bias (up to and including 60%) invalidates Hypothesis 3.

Table 9. Propensity-score Matching

Caliper = 0.01 Caliper = 0.0001
(A1) (A2) (A3) (B1) (B2) (B3)

Creator songs 0.01∗∗∗ −0.04∗ 0.01 0.01∗∗∗ −0.03∗ 0.01
(0.001) (0.015) (0.009) (0.001) (0.015) (0.009)

Creator genres −0.00∗∗ −0.02 −0.03∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.02 −0.03
(0.001) (0.008) (0.015) (0.001) (0.008) (0.015)

Creator agencies −0.03∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.02 −0.03∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.02
(0.001) (0.003) (0.008) (0.001) (0.003) (0.009)

Agency songs −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.01 −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.00
(0.001) (0.004) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)

Agency genres −0.01∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01 −0.01∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01
(0.001) (0.003) (0.004) (0.001) (0.003) (0.004)

Agency creators −0.02∗∗∗ 0.00 −0.02∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.02∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.008) (0.003) (0.002) (0.010) (0.003)
Agency ad-spending 0.02∗∗∗ 0.00 0.01 0.02∗∗∗ 0.00 0.01

(0.005) (0.003) (0.016) (0.005) (0.003) (0.018)
Agency social media presence 0.01∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.00 0.01∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.00

(0.001) (0.004) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)

Agency (market) reputation 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.04∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.007) (0.007)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.09∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.05∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.009)

Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.047 0.389 0.391 0.049 0.393 0.396
Observations 122716 122284 122284 109706 109203 109203

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

7 IMBALANCE IN SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL SONGS

Selection bias might also originate from imbalance in the dataset between songs that do

and do not enter the charts: only about 10% of the songs enter the charts. A propensity-

score matching analysis (PSM, Austin 2011) evaluates the robustness of the results to this
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statistical imbalance as well as to any potentially unobserved correlated confounds. We

match instances in our dataset according to the observed time-varying control variables,

song quality metrics, competition metrics, collaboration controls, and genre and time fixed

effects. Then, we run the specification of Equation 2 on the matched samples (Ghose and

Todri 2016, Chan and Wang 2017). Table 9 shows the results for two different matching

caliper sizes. Across all matched samples, our findings remain robust (p < 0.001).

8 CONTROLLING FOR GENRE-SPECIFIC CREATOR QUALITY

Even though our econometric specifications control for the likelihood of each collabora-

tion and various product features among several other covariates, more-reputable agencies

could choose to promote only specific genres from each creator (i.e., genres in which they

believe a creator might perform particularly well). To alleviate any such concerns and re-

duce any genre-specific unobserved time-invariant quality effect of the creator, we include

fixed effects on the interaction of the creator and the genre. Columns (A1c) and (A2c) of

Table 10 show qualitatively similar results to the main results: “Agency (market) reputa-

tion” is positive (p < 0.001, Hypothesis 1). “More-reputable agency, less-reputable creator

(Gl
m)” is greater than “More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm

m)” (p < 0.001,

Hypothesis 3). Finally, “Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l )” is negative

and larger than “Less-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl
l)” (p < 0.001, Hypoth-

esis 2). Hence, genre-specific creator effects are not likely responsible for the observed

results.

9 ALTERNATIVE AGENCY REPUTATION MEASURE

We also examine the robustness of the findings to alternative reputation measures. Instead

of Agency (market) reputation, we use Agency (general) reputation defined as the relative

volume of search activity (from Google Trends) for the agency name during the three

months before each song release (Section 3).
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Table 10. Agencies and Product Success—Genre Interactions

Linear Probability Models Creator Interactions Agency Interactions
DV: Entered charts (A1c) (A2c) (A3c) (A1a) (A2a) (A3a)

Creator total songs 0.01∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.00 0.01
(0.001) (0.005) (0.005) (0.001) (0.005) (0.006)

Creator genres −0.01∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.03∗ −0.02∗

(0.001) (0.008) (0.008) (0.001) (0.011) (0.011)
Creator total agencies −0.03∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗

(0.001) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.006) (0.007)
Agency total songs −0.01∗∗∗ −0.00∗∗ −0.00∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗ −0.01∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency genres −0.00∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.00∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)
Agency artists −0.02∗∗∗ −0.00∗∗∗ −0.00∗∗∗ −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency ad-spending 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01 0.02∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00

(0.004) (0.015) (0.015) (0.004) (0.012) (0.012)
Agency social media presence 0.01∗∗∗ 0.00. 0.00 0.01∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Agency (market) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 0.08∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗

(0.003) (0.059)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.03∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.005)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.09∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗

(0.003) (0.059)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.04∗∗∗ 0.16∗

(0.004) (0.061)

Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre × Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre × Agency fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.044 0.441 0.443 0.044 0.362 0.364
Observations 157405 149587 149587 157405 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

Table 11 uses the alternative agency measure and further supports the previous find-

ings. Higher Agency (general) reputation is associated with (1) increased likelihood of

a song to enter the charts (Hypothesis 1). Furthermore, “More-reputable agency, less-

reputable creator (Gl
m)” is greater than “More-reputable agency, more-reputable cre-

ator (Gm
m)” (p < 0.001, Hypothesis 3), while “Less-reputable agency, more-reputable

creator (Gm
l )” is more negative than “Less-reputable agency, less-reputable creator (Gl

l)”

(p < 0.001, Hypotheses 2).
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10 HETEROGENEITY ACROSS COMPETITORS

Creators on the focal market evolve in various ways. For instance, a new creator might

gain reputation over time, while a reputable creator might release tracks that do not meet

expectations and as a result take a reputational hit. To test whether the observed effects

apply differently on different creators, we split our dataset based on creators into those for

whom reputation increases over time, and those for whom reputation decreases or remains

unchanged over time. In particular, we estimate these groups by subtracting the average

reputation of each creator in the first half of our observation window from the average

reputation of each creator in the second half of our observation window. Table 12 shows

the results, which corroborate our main findings across both groups of creators.

11 ALTERNATIVE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

We also estimate the main models using a Logit specification. Table 13 shows the corre-

sponding results. The results further corroborate the findings.

12 THRESHOLD SENSITIVITY

Table 14 shows the results for multiple cutoff thresholds between less-reputable and more-

reputable creators and agencies (ξ); Table 15 shows alternatives for the length of time used

to calculate recent measures (ζ). Results remain similar for these alternative thresholds

and time windows.

13 FALSIFICATION TEST

The previous results could stem from coincidence or other unobserved factors. To further

assess this possibility, we run a falsification test (a “placebo” study) using the same econo-

metric models as above (in order to maintain consistency) but randomly indicating the

reputation of each agency and creator. Table 16 presents the results of our falsification

test. Under this test, the corresponding effects are not statistically significant, indicating

our previous findings are not a statistical artifact of our specifications and further validat-
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Table 11. Agencies and Product Success—Google Trend

Linear Probability Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Creator songs 0.01∗∗∗ −0.00 −0.00
(0.001) (0.006) (0.006)

Creator genres −0.01∗∗∗ −0.03 −0.03
(0.001) (0.013) (0.013)

Creator agencies −0.03∗∗∗ −0.02∗ −0.02∗

(0.001) (0.007) (0.007)
Agency songs −0.01∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00

(0.001) (0.003) (0.003)
Agency genres −0.00∗ −0.01 −0.01

(0.001) (0.004) (0.004)
Agency creators −0.02∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Agency ad-spending 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01

(0.004) (0.015) (0.015)
Agency social media presence 0.01∗∗∗ 0.00 0.00

(0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Agency (general) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 0.04∗∗∗

(0.006)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.02∗∗∗

(0.005)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.04∗∗∗

(0.007)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.03∗∗

(0.009)

Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.042 0.348 0.348
Observations 140772 140760 140760

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Clustered errors (on
the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

ing that the spillover effect of reputation (Column A2).

Additionally, we run placebo studies randomly indicating which agency collaborated with

each creator. The estimated effects are not statistically significant (Table 16 column A3).

14 LONG-TERM COLLABORATIONS

Long-term collaborations could have long-lasting effect on creator success. Future work

could examine the knowledge benefits of such collaborations and how these affect future

success. To test, we estimate at each month the percentage of previous collaborations

with more reputable agencies. We then interact this variable with whether a collaboration
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Table 12. Heterogeneity Across Different Types of Creators

Creators whose
reputation did not
increase

Creators whose
reputation in-
creased

DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.05∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.007)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.09∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.011)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.04∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.008)

Agency and creator controls ✓ ✓
Creator fixed effects ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.371 0.348
Observations 69239 75067

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Agency and creator
controls include variables Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator genres, Creator total agencies, Agency
total songs, Agency genres, Agency artists, Agency ad-spending, Agency social media presence Clustered errors (on the
creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

Table 13. Agencies and Product Success - Logit Models

Logit Models
DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Agency (market) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 1.31∗∗∗

(0.030)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.47∗∗∗

(0.045)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
1.37∗∗∗

(0.040)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.83∗∗∗

(0.041)

Agency and creator controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

AIC 97490 41898 41554
Observations 157405 96373 96373

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). AIC = Aikake
information criterion. Agency and creator controls include variables Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator
genres, Creator total agencies, Agency total songs, Agency genres, Agency artists, Agency ad-spending, Agency social media
presence Clustered errors (on the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels:
∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05
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Table 14. Threshold Sensitivity: Rank threshold (ξ, %)

ξ = 30% ξ = 40%
Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3) (B1) (B2) (B3)

Agency (market) reputation 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.04∗∗∗ −0.03∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.005)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.12∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.012)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.09∗∗∗ 0.06∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.008)

Agency and creator controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.044 0.353 0.355 0.044 0.358 0.360
N 157405 157388 157388 157405 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Agency and creator
controls include variables Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator genres, Creator total agencies, Agency
total songs, Agency genres, Agency artists, Agency ad-spending, Agency social media presence Clustered errors (on the
creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

Table 15. Threshold Sensitivity: Recency (zeta, days)

Recency (zeta, days)
60 days 120 days

Entered charts (C1) (C2) (C3) (D1) (D2) (D3)

Agency (market) reputation 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003)

Less-reputable agency, more-reputable
creator (Gm

l )
−0.03∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.006)
More-reputable agency, less-reputable
creator (Gl

m)
0.11∗∗∗ 0.09∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.010)
More-reputable agency,
more-reputable creator (Gm

m)
0.07∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.006)

Agency and creator controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.044 0.362 0.364 0.042 0.356 0.358
N 156383 156366 156366 140772 140760 140760

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Agency and creator
controls include variables Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator genres, Creator total agencies, Agency
total songs, Agency genres, Agency artists, Agency ad-spending, Agency social media presence Clustered errors (on the
creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

in the current month is with more or less reputable agencies. To overcome sparsity, we

dichotomize the ratio of previous successful collaborations based on a threshold κ = 0 into
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Table 16. Agencies and Product Success - Placebo Study

DV: Entered charts (A1) (A2) (A3)

Pseudo- Agency (market) reputation (G∗
m = 1) 0.00

(0.002)

Pseudo- Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
l ) −0.00

(0.002)
Pseudo- Less-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm

l ) −0.00
(0.002)

Pseudo- More-reputable agency, more-reputable creator (Gm
m) −0.00

(0.001)

Agency and creator controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Creator fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Genre fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓
Time fixed effects ✗ ✓ ✓

R-squared 0.044 0.345 0.345
Observations 157405 157388 157388

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Agency and creator
controls include variables Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator genres, Creator total agencies, Agency
total songs, Agency genres, Agency artists, Agency ad-spending, Agency social media presence Clustered errors (on the
creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels: ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05

more and less. The results in Table 17 show that perhaps our context has short memory,

with current collaborations more important than previous ones.

Table 17. Long-term Collaboration with Various Labels

Entered charts

Transitioning from more to less reputable agency −0.02∗∗

(0.007)
Transitioning from less to more reputable agency 0.08∗∗∗

(0.009)
Transitioning from more to more reputable agency 0.07∗∗∗

(0.009)

Agency and creator controls ✓
Genre fixed effects ✓
Time fixed effects ✓

R-squared 0.360
N 157722

The dependent variable is 1 if the song entered the top-selling chart within 100 days, and 0 otherwise. All models inlucde
song quality metrics (price, energy, valence, length, key, mode, acousticness, danceability, instrumentaliness, liveness,
loudness, speechiness, tempo, time signature), competition metrics (number of songs, creators, and labels in the same genre)
and collaboration controls (the estimated probability of collaboration between the creator and agency). Variables aggregate
to represent historical means up to time t; we assume creators transition from a more reputable agency if they have already
collaborated in the past with a more reputable agency. Agency and creator controls include aggregated versions of variables
Entered charts, Song price, Creator total songs, Creator genres, Creator total agencies, Agency total songs, Agency genres,
Agency artists Clustered errors (on the creator) for fixed effects models; robust errors for other models. Significance levels:
∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗ < 0.05
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